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Time to review your financial plans with a financial check-up?

I

f you are aiming to retire within the next
five years, it’s time to get into the mindset of
considering the practicalities of fulfilling your
desired lifestyle and making plans. While you
should think about retirement planning as early
as possible, the five years leading up to retirement
are critical.
Retirement may be looming with terrifying
urgency, and the reality is that you have just
60 pay packets left until you retire. This is a time
when you’ll need to obtain up-to-date pension
forecasts and obtain professional financial
advice to make sure your retirement plans are
on track. So if you believe you are five years
or less away from retirement, now is the time
to seriously review your financial plans with a
financial check-up.

What are the key things to concentrate on?
The first step is to ask yourself if you are actually
ready to retire. There are many factors to
consider. Your financial affairs are the big factor
to begin with. Your ability to afford retirement
depends on your lifestyle, your family situation
and home ownership. If you have dependent
children, or have 15 years left on your mortgage,
the time might not be quite right.

You have to ensure retirement is the right move
for you. Work can be stressful, but it can be
rewarding and give you a sense of achievement.
People may miss the routine of working life and
the day-to-day interaction with people.

Taking a different path

What you need might not be retirement, it could
be change. A chance to get out from behind
your desk to do something meaningful. Perhaps
retirement is your ticket to achieving this – taking
a different path where money is no longer the
prime motivation.
If you are afraid about having time on your hands
after retirement, explore options for filling it well
before you take the leap.

Major change in lifestyle

Retirement means a major change in lifestyle. You
need a clear mind as to what you want your life to
look like and how to spend your time. Then you
can work on arranging your finances to suit.
Decide on your priorities for retired life. Do
you want to travel, or split your time between
home and somewhere hot and exotic? Is there a
particular hobby you want to immerse yourself

in? What kind of leisure and social activities
matter to you?

Later years in your retirement

Try not to get caught up in what happens right
after you end work – also consider the later
years in your retirement. Will long-term travel
continue to be feasible as you get older? Will
you need such a large house, or will it become a
burden? And what about in the latter stages of
life? Would you need to fund care?
You must also have a clear picture of what kind
of life you would like to lead in retirement and
what it will cost. Then you can start to dig a little
deeper into what you might be able to afford.
This means getting to grips with your sources of
income once your earnings stop.

Request up-to-date forecasts

Your first port of call is your pension – or pensions.
Contact previous pension trustees to request upto-date forecasts. If you’ve lost details of a pension
scheme and need help, the Pension Tracing Service
(0800 731 0193) may be able to assist you.
You should also find out what your likely State
Pension entitlement would be – you can do this
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by completing a BR19 form or by visiting
www.direct.gov.uk.

Consolidate existing pensions

If you have personal pensions, you need to
find out where they are invested and how they
have performed. Also check if there are any
valuable guarantees built into the contracts.
It may make sense to consolidate existing
pensions, making it easier for you to keep
track of everything and reduce the amount of
correspondence you receive.
With investments in general, it is important to
review your strategy before you take the leap
into retirement. You don’t need to suddenly
become an ultra-conservative investor – you
still want your portfolio to grow over the next
few decades. Should the investment markets
make a correction, you may want to limit your
downside. Don’t forget, there may be another
30 years ahead.

Consider re-adjusting your finances

Having no mortgage to pay is a major step
towards re-adjusting your finances for a postsalary life. You might also decide you want to
sell up, whether to downsize, to give you a lump
sum of cash to live off, or to fund your dreams
of moving abroad. Either way, use your working
income while you can to improve your home,
maximising potential revenue when you come
to sell it.
Finally, retirement is a huge change, both
personally and financially – so big it might
be too much to take in all at once. It makes
good sense to practice at being retired before
it becomes a reality, especially if you will have
to make certain adjustments and sacrifices to
compensate for a reduced income. You might
even consider a phased retirement, cutting back
on your hours gradually. This will not only
soften the financial effect, but it will also get you
used to having more spare time to fill. n

Don’t put off confronting the truth

If your investments don’t look on course to give
you the income you’d hoped for in retirement,
don’t put off confronting the truth. You may
need to revise your projected living costs.
Alternatively, there’s still time to change your
investments, and you could also cut back on
spending while you are still earning to generate
more savings.
Your income can be used in other ways besides
topping up your savings as you prepare for
retirement. Clearing debts, including your
mortgage, should be a priority before you retire.
Whatever you owe on credit cards and loans,
focus on paying off the debt that charges the most
interest first. Debt will be the biggest burden once
you do not have a regular working income.

TAKING THE RIGHT STEPS
TODAY TO ENSURE YOU
HAVE THE RETIREMENT YOU
WANT TOMORROW?
Retiring is a huge life event and can
sometimes leave us feeling as though we’ve
lost our identity. After decades of working
and saving, you can finally see retirement
on the horizon. But now isn’t the time to
coast. If you plan to retire within the next
five years, we can ensure you take the right
steps today to help ensure that you have
what you need to enjoy a comfortable
retirement lifestyle. To arrange a meeting,
please contact us.

A PENSION IS A LONG-TERM INVESTMENT.
THE FUND VALUE MAY FLUCTUATE AND
CAN GO DOWN, WHICH WOULD HAVE
AN IMPACT ON THE LEVEL OF PENSION
BENEFITS AVAILABLE.
PENSIONS ARE NOT NORMALLY
ACCESSIBLE UNTIL AGE 55. YOUR
PENSION INCOME COULD ALSO BE
AFFECTED BY INTEREST RATES AT
THE TIME YOU TAKE YOUR BENEFITS.
THE TAX IMPLICATIONS OF PENSION
WITHDRAWALS WILL BE BASED ON
YOUR INDIVIDUAL CIRCUMSTANCES,
TAX LEGISLATION AND REGULATION,
WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN
THE FUTURE.
THE VALUE OF INVESTMENTS AND
INCOME FROM THEM MAY GO DOWN.
YOU MAY NOT GET BACK THE ORIGINAL
AMOUNT INVESTED.
PAST PERFORMANCE IS
NOT A RELIABLE INDICATOR OF
FUTURE PERFORMANCE.

ARE YOU PLANNING
TO ENJOY YOUR
RETIREMENT?
One of the most important stages in life which everybody
has to save for is retirement. You work hard to enjoy your
current lifestyle, but are you doing enough to ensure that
you can continue to enjoy it in your retirement?
If you would like to review your situation or arrange a
meeting to discuss your retirement planning options,
please contact us for further information – we look
forward to hearing from you.

This guide is for your general information and use only, and is not intended to address your particular requirements. The content should not be
relied upon in its entirety and shall not be deemed to be, or constitute, advice. Although endeavours have been made to provide accurate and
timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate
in the future. No individual or company should act upon such information without receiving appropriate professional advice after a thorough
examination of their particular situation. We cannot accept responsibility for any loss as a result of acts or omissions taken in respect of the
content. Thresholds, percentage rates and tax legislation may change in subsequent Finance Acts. Levels and bases of, and reliefs from, taxation
are subject to change and their value depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. The value of your investments can go down as
well as up and you may get back less than you invested. All figures relate to the 2019/20 tax year, unless otherwise stated.
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